
Base Price Design Lens Power Price Adjustment (per lens) A/R Coating Blue Light Coating Shipping Add Power Adjustment Prism Lens Cover Type of Plastic
Reloptix

https://rb.gy/p3tun9
5% Discount Code: dr.eyeguy $76.00 Magnetic Same, no extra cost free free plus shipping yes yes (free) no Hi Index

Zenni
https://rb.gy/byi0ky $49.99 Click In Same, no extra cost free not available? plus shipping no no no Hi Index

VR Rock
https://rb.gy/pvrj0c

10% Discount Code: dreyeguy
$25.00

-Click In 
-Magnetic (+$30)

SPHERE (-SPH)
≥-0.00 +$9.50
≥-9.25 +$34.50
≥-10.00 +$37.50
≥-14.00 +$39.50
≥-16.00 +$59

SPHERE (+SPH)
≥+0.00 +$9.50
≥+6.25 +$29.50
≥+7.25 +$39.50
≥+9.00 +$49.50
≥+11.25 +$59

CYLINDER (-CYL)
≥-3.25 +$2.50
≥-7.50 +$7.50
≥-6.00 +$50
≥-8.00 +$70
≥-9.25 +$100

CYLINDER (+CYL)
≥+4.25 +$30
≥+5.00 +$40
≥+6.25 +$80
≥+8.00 +$100
≥-9.25 +$100 $5.00 $5.00 free no no no

Depends on 
power of lens

HonsVR
https://honsvr.com/?aff=38

5% Discount Code: Dr.EyeGuy    Click in: $49.95
Magnetic: $56.95

-Click In
-Magnetic

SPHERE (-SPH)
≥-6.25 +$10
≥-9.00 +$15
≥-9.25 +$20
≥-13.00 +$25

SPHERE (+SPH)
≥+4.25 +$10
≥+7.00 +$15
≥+9.00 +$20
≥+13.00 +$25

CYL (-CYL)
≥-3.25 +$5 
≥-4.00 +$10
≥-6.25 +$15

CYL (+CYL)
≥+2.25 +$5
≥+4.00 +$10
≥+7.00 +$15

free $9.95 free no no $5.95
Depends on 
power of lens

VR Wave
https://rb.gy/rhlbrg

5% Discount Code: dr.eyeguy $30.00 Magnetic

SPHERE (-SPH)
≥-0.25 +$15
≥-4.00 +$20
≥-7.00 +$30
≥-13.25 +$45

SPHERE (+SPH)
≥+0.25 +$15
≥+3.00 +$25
≥+5.00 +$35
≥+7.25 +$45

CYL (-CYL)
≥-0.25 +$5 
≥-1.75 +$10
≥-4.25 +$15
≥-7.25 +$25

CYL (+CYL)
≥+0.25 +$5 
≥+1.75 +$10
≥+4.25 +$15

$8.00 $8.00 plus shipping no no no
Depends on 
power of lens

VR Optician
https://rb.gy/9r38of

5% Discount Code: Dr.EyeGuy $69.99 Click In

SPHERE (-SPH)
≥-6.75 +$42
≥-10.25 +$84
≥-13.25 +$95
≥-15.25 +$168

SPHERE (+SPH)
≥+1.75 +$21
≥+4.00 +$84
≥+6.25 +$105

Additional cost 
depends on 
spherical power

Additional cost 
depends on 
spherical power free $32.00

-plus shipping
-plus import 
duties 
outside the EU no yes (+ $53) no

Depends on 
power of lens

*Prices Updated 12/22/23
-Prices and options subject to change.  Please let me know of changes, and I'll do my best to keep this updated. 

*Links are affiliate links, which means that if you click on one of the product links, I may receive a small commission at no additional cost to you.


